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Nonlinear, heterogeneous, anisotropic 3D shallow crust cannot be 
captured by ‘correction factors’  

Shallow crust creates conditions / imposes constraints on very large 
ground motions during very large earthquakes 

High frequencies can “see" the soil

Shallow crust matters to engineers, and will (significantly) modify 
the very high frequencies we are trying to propagate



Smooth (geometric) Vs function down to 350m
could mask impedance contrasts & alter basin edge geometry:

Deteriorate ground surface predictions compared to CVM-S

Ely et al (2010)

The SCEC Geotechnical Layer (GTL) 



Sediment Velocity Model

Idealized model derived from observations (measured Vs profiles) 
Function of available physical properties (Vs30, z1000) 
Preserve basin geometry while refining stratigraphy



AY: Yong et al. (2013)

DB: Boore (2003)

CW: Chris Wills with CGS

LC: LeRoy Crandall

914 profiles
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Vs30 = 300 ± 6m/s Vs30 = 400 ± 12m/s Vs30 = 500 ± 10m/s Vs30 = 560 ± 8m/s
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SVM model development: Merging 4 datasets in SoCal

Split profiles in Vs30 bins, and estimate statistics of profiles within bins





SVM parameters: Vs0, k, and n



Soil layer thickness vs layer depth z1000 vs Vs30

Additional data-driven relationships in SVM
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Validation of 1D profiles and amplification factors

GOFs: Relative error of Vs profile and 1D amplification function 
Compare SVM with: CVM-S4.26 and CVM-H with GTL 

Validation is performed on a hold-out dataset of 43 profiles (not used in training)









Validation set profiles
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x-direction GVDA z=0

y-direction GVDA z=0



Future work
• Implement at dense array site/DAS site; couple with spatial statistics 
• Test for larger region + scenario simulation 
• Transfer framework to Northern CA (in collaboration with Elnaz Seylabi) 
We need to synthesize higher resolution shallow crust models if we are targeting 

high frequencies 

Check out our Python routines; Jupyter notebooks:  
https://github.com/jsh9/PySeismoSoil 

Reference: 
J. Shi, D. Asimaki (2018) "A Generic Velocity Profile for Basin Sediments in California Conditioned 
on Vs30." Seismological Research Letters, 89 (4), 1397-1409. 

https://github.com/jsh9/PySeismoSoil


Thank you! 

Questions? 

email me at domniki@caltech.edu

mailto:domniki@caltech.edu

